ARISTOCRATIC ENGLAND
Waterloo by these two armies under the command of the
Englishman Wellington x and the Prussian Bliicher.
Even had Waterloo gone otherwise Napoleon's resistance
would not in any case have been maintained, seeing the huge
forces that were now following up against him; but his defeat
at Waterloo was sufficient to decide the matter before their
arrival. Napoleon takes refuge on an English ship, and is
henceforward held a close prisoner on the island of St Helena.
The Revolutionary effort has therefore (apparently) failed;
the Bourbon monarchy is restored in France; most of the other
old monarchies and oligarchies of Europe, after considerable
rearrangements of territory, are also restored.
But morally the Revolution succeeded everywhere except in
Russia and England. The struggle had been maintained so
long, the new laws, the new ideas, and the new distribution of
property had had so many years in which to take root, that a
new Europe principally founded upon the Revolution was the
real outcome of the struggle.
The outward symbol of the acceptation of the Revolutionary
gospel is the prevalence of the weights and measures originally
decreed by the first Parliaments of the Revolution in Paris.
England, however, remained intact; her institutions came
out of the struggle unchanged, her prestige vastly increased,
her aristocratic organization of society still vigorous, her own
confidence and that of others in the progress of her wealth
confirmed. The new civilization affected her indirectly, of
course, throughout the next two generations. She was gradu-
ally modified—but slowly and without shock. Above all, there
was no diminution in what had been the essential quality of
England since the Civil War of the seventeenth century, her
complete unity, the product of aristocracy—i.e.9 the acceptation
by the whole people, as a matter of course, of government by
a superior class. The Revolutionary idea worked adversely to
all the traditions of England, especially in the matter of religion,
but it worked indirectly, slowly, and its noticeable effects only
began to appear very late—a full lifetime after Waterloo.
Hie Causes of the New War. The Peace of Amiens
broke down over Malta. It was solemnly agreed in the terms
of the peace, and was perhaps the most important point therein,
1 The Wellesley family was Anglo-Irish of the * Garrison.* No one to-
day ra™ think of Wellington as other than English.
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